
 

 

ADVISORY – Prepaid Mobile Internet 

Flow Lyf 

Overview 
Effective April 7 2017, Flow Jamaica will be launching a new suite of Prepaid 
Mobile Internet Plans, which will provide greater value to our Prepaid 
Consumers. 

 

What does all this mean? 

When our customers purchase any of our prepaid Mobile Internet plans, they 

will have the additional benefits of free volumes of data to be used for 

WhatsApp calling, music streaming via FLOW’s music app – Deezer, plus have access 

to FLOW Sports network ( channel 690) via the FLOW Sports app even if they do not 

have a FLOW TV package. 

 
 
In addition, the following changes will be made to two (2) of the Mobile 
Internet plans; 
 

 The 2Days $100 100MB plan will be changed to 2Days 200MB for 
JMD$150.00 

 The 3Days $200 300MB plan will be changed to 3Day 350MB for 
JMD$250.00 
 

New Flow Lyf Prepaid Mobile Internet Plans 
Plan 
Validity 

Plan Volume Plan 
Charge 

WhatsAp
p Voice 
Allotme
nt 

Deezer 
Music 
Allotment 

Flow 
Sports 
Video 
Access 
inside 
Flow 
Sports 
app 

MVP 1 MVP2 Auto 
Renew 

2 Days 200MB $150 3MB  600MB. Y N N N 

3Days 350MB $250 5MB 600MB Y $2.99 N N 

7Days 400MB $400 15MB 600MB Y $2.99 N Y 

30Days 750MB $700 22MB 1.2GB Y $2.99 N Y 

30Days  1.5GB $1000 22MB 1.2GB Y $2.99 N Y 

30Days  3GB $1750 22MB 1.2GB Y N $1.99 Y 
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Table showing the approximate minutes a Customer will get for the additional data provided 
for WhatsApp Voice and Deezer 

 
 

FAQ 
 

Q. What are the benefits of the new FLOW Lyf Prepaid Mobile Internet 
plans? 
In addition to your core data volume, you will get the following: 
 

 Free additional data to be used for WhatsApp voice call transactions 
only.(Does not include downloading of the app) 

 Free additional data to be used for Deezer transactions. (Does not 
include downloading the app). 

 Access to the contents of the Flow Sports app. (This is not free usage 
and will reduce your core Mobile Internet data balance) 

 Discounted call rate if you are on Talk EZ Prepaid offer. 
 
Q. Will these new plans replace the existing plans? 
Yes, the plans listed above are now the new Mobile Internet plans available 
to our Prepaid Customers. 
 
Q. Will the price of the Mobile Internet plans increase? 
There will be an adjustment in the price of the 2Days and 3Days plans with 
an increase in the volumes of data allocated: 
 

 The 2Days 100MB for $100 plan will be changed to 2Days 200MB for 
JMD$150.00 

 The 3Days 300 MB for $200 plan will be changed to 3Day 350MB for 
JMD$250.00 
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Q. Can I use the WhatsApp voice allocation for all WhatsApp related 
transactions? 
No, the additional data provided for WhatsApp can only be used for 
incoming and outgoing WhatsApp voice call transactions. All other 
WhatsApp transactions will decrement your core Mobile Internet data plan. 
Whenever your data balance is fully utilized then you will be billed at the 
pay per use rate of $45 per MB as normal.  
 
Q. Can I use the Deezer allocation for all data transactions? 
No, the data allocated for Deezer is applicable to the Free version as well as 
Deezer Premium + and can only be used for Deezer-related activities such 
as streaming, downloading albums etc. Downloading of the Deezer app will 
decrement your core Mobile Internet data plan or billed as pay per use. 
 
Q. What will happen when I have utilized all my free WhatsApp voice calls 
and Deezer allotment? 
Once your free data balances are fully utilized, all data-related activities will 
decrement your core Mobile Internet plan balance. Once your data plan 
expires or is fully utilized, you will be billed at the pay per use rate for all 
transactions. 
  
Q. What notification will I receive when I have fully utilized my free 
WhatsApp voice and Deezer allotment? 
Customers will still receive the 75%, 95% and 100% notification on their 
core data utilization. In addition, Customers will be notified when they have 
utilized 75% and 100% of the free Deezer and WhatsApp voice balances. 
 
Q. Can I check the balance of my WhatsApp voice and Deezer allotment? 
Yes, Customers will still be allowed to use USSD Menu *129*6# or direct 
code *146*0# and will be provided with the core data, Deezer and 
WhatsApp voice balances. 
 
Q. Will the data in my WhatsApp voice and Deezer buckets rollover? 
Once you subscribe to a new plan before the current plan expires, any 
balance in the free data buckets will rollover, however they will be subject 
to a Fair usage policy as follows: 
 

 Deezer Cap - Maximum allocation for this bucket will be 3Gb where 
multiple purchases are done. 
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 WhatsApp Voice - Maximum allocation for this bucket will be 100Mb 
where multiple purchases are done 

 
Q. Will I still have the option of subscribing to multiple data plans? 
Yes, multiple purchases are still allowed, however, always be mindful that 
while your core data balance will always accumulate 100% as per plan 
purchase, your free buckets will always be restricted to the capped 
volumes. 
 
Q. Will my WhatsApp voice and Deezer allocation be increased each time I 
purchase a new plan? 
Not in all cases, the WhatsApp voice and Deezer bucket allocations will be 
subject to the Fair Usage cap implemented. e.g. Two purchases of the 2Day 

plans will allow 100 % rollover because it is within the capped fair usage policy, 
however if you purchase 3 of the 30Day plans then the free Deezer allotment which 
would be 3.6GB will be capped at 3GB as that is the maximum allowed for the free 
Deezer bucket.  
 

Q. Will the WhatsApp and Deezer and Flow Sports applications be loaded 
to my device when I buy the Mobile Internet plans? 
No. Customers are required to download all applications to their device to 
benefit from the free WhatsApp voice and Deezer allowance and Flow 
Sports access. 
 
Q. Can full utilization of my free WhatsApp voice and Deezer data cause 
my Mobile Internet plan to expire? 
No. The expiration of all benefits is controlled by the Core Mobile Internet 
plan. Once the Core Mobile Internet plan expires, then all free benefits will 
also expire. 
 
Q. Will the Free Deezer and WhatsApp voice buckets have the same expiry 
date of my core data plan? 
Yes. The expiry date of the free WhatsApp and Deezer volumes will assume 
the expiry data of the core mobile Internet plan. 
 
Q. Can I continue to access free Deezer and WhatsApp voice when my 
Mobile Internet plan expires? 
No. Once the core internet plan expires, whether by fully utilizing the plan 
or you have reached the expiry date, then even if you have balances in the 
free buckets, those benefits will also expire. However, if you renew your 
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Mobile Internet plan, before the current one expires, your WhatsApp and 
Deezer benefits will roll over. 
 
Q. Can my Free Deezer and WhatsApp balances expire if my core data plan 
is still active? 
Yes, your Deezer and WhatsApp balances may expire by reaching both the 
expiry date and by volume even if the core plan is still active. E.g. If I buy a 

2Day plan, then all 3 buckets will have the same expiry date. If I get a bolt on 
promotional data that pushes my core balance expiry date forward the Deezer and 
WhatsApp expiry dates will remain with the same original date since only the 
purchase of one of the six prepaid mobile plan gives the Deezer and WhatsApp 
benefits.  

 
Q. What if I buy a 30Days plan and then a 3Days plan, will this reduce the 
expiry period of my WhatsApp voice and Deezer bucket? 
No. The core plan plus the benefits will assume the expiry date of the plan 
with the longest validity period. 
 
 
Q. Will promotional Mobile Internet offers such as FAM, retention or 
Diaspora offers give the free WhatsApp voice and Deezer benefit? 
No. The free benefits are only applicable when you purchase any of the six 
(6) listed Prepaid Mobile Internet plans. 
 
Q. Is the MVP $1.99 offer still available? 

Prepaid Mobile Customers on the Talk EZ offer who purchase the 3-day 

350MB, 7Day, 30Day 750MB or 30Day 1.5GB Mobile Internet plan will  

benefit from the new MVP rate of $2.99 per minute to make calls to any 

local network and international calls to USA, Canada and landlines in the 

UK.   

 

Q. Is the 99c Plan offer still available? 

All Customers who are on the Talk EZ offer and who purchase the 30-Days 
3GB Mobile Internet plan will benefit from the new rate of 1.99c per minute 
to make calls to any local network and international calls to USA, Canada 
and landlines in the UK.   
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Flow Sports Access 
 
Currently, Flow TV Customers who have channel 690 - Flow Sports, have 
access to up to 3 live premier league games each week plus other live 
sporting events. Flow allows these Customers, once they subscribe to a 
Flow ID and link their TV account, to download the Flow Sports app, which 
then gives access to all that is available on The Flow Sports channel-690.  
 
With this new FLOW Lyf Mobile Internet offer, however, Customers who 
purchase any of the six listed Prepaid Mobile Internet plans will also be 
allowed to download the Flow Sports app and access all that is available on 
the Flow Sports channel 690, even if they are not subscribed to a Flow TV 
package.  
 

 
 
What does the Flow Sports app offer? 
 
The Flow Sports app allows Customers to access sporting news, statistics, 
and various types of sporting events plus up to three (3) live Premier 
League games each week.  
 

FAQ 
 
Q. Do I have to subscribe to a Flow TV package to get access to the Flow 
Sports app? 
No. Once you register for Flow ID and purchase any of the applicable 
Mobile Internet plans you will be able to access the Flow Sports app. 
 
Q. How do I get access to the Flow Sports app? 
To get the Flow Sports app, Customers will be required to do the following: 

 Go to https://www.flowid.co and register for a Flow ID 
 Link your prepaid number to your Flow ID account 
 Download the Flow Sports app from Play store/app store 
 Login to Flow Sports app using your Flow ID 
 

https://www.flowid.co/
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Q. Can I access The Flow Sports app if I do not have a Flow ID? 
No. Customers will be required to register for Flow ID and purchase a 
Mobile Internet plan in order to access the contents of the Flow Sports app. 
 
Q. Do I have to link my Flow account to get access to the Flow Sports app? 
Yes, you will be required to link your prepaid number to your Flow ID 
account in order get access to Flow Sports app. 
 
Q. How do I link my prepaid number to my Flow ID? 
 

 Go to https://www.flowid.co to get started.  
 Select the “sign up” option 

 

 

 Complete the registration form with Name, email address and 
password. 

 Select the “Link New Account” option 
 

https://www.flowid.co/
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 Select the “Link using your phone number” option 
 A validation code will then be sent to your prepaid number that you 

must use to complete the registration process. 
 

Q. Will the data used for accessing the Flow Sports app be Free? 
No. All data used by the Flow Sports app will be decremented from your 
core data bucket.  
 
Q. Can I use Wi-Fi to access the Flow Sports app when my Mobile Internet 
plan expires? 
No, once the Mobile Internet plan expires you will no longer have access to 
Flow Sports app unless you have the applicable Flow TV package. 
 
Q. Can I use Wi-Fi to access Flow Sports when my Mobile Internet plan is 
active? 
Yes. You can use Wi-Fi to access Flow Sports once your mobile internet plan 
is active. 
 
Q. Can I continue to access Flow Sports when my Mobile Internet plan 
expires? 
No. Once the core internet plan expires whether by fully utilizing the plan or 
you have reached the expiry date, then you will no longer have access to 
Flow Sports unless you have a Flow TV package.  
 
Q. Will my core Internet plan balance be decremented when I install the 
WhatsApp, Deezer and Flow Sports apps? 
Yes. Downloading and installation of the apps will not be included in the 
free benefits but will utilize data from your core mobile Internet plan 
balance or billed as pay per use. We recommend that you download your 
apps using Wi-Fi. 
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